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Where is the Middle East heading? 
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Rolf Hosfeld 
 

Dear ladies and gentlemen 

 

good evening. Welcome to this conference on minorities in the Middle           

East, that tries to draw a line from the times of the dissolution of the               

Ottoman Empire to today’s violence in the region, the targets of which            

are as often in those cases ethno-religious minorities. My name is Rolf            

Hosfeld, and I am the Academic Director of the Potsdam Lepsius           

House, a private institution which is cooperating with the Moses          

Mendelssohn Center and the Potsdam University. This is not the first           

joint conference with the Moses Mendelssohn Center which has always          

been a reliable partner in the last years thanks to Julius Schoeps and his              

ability to handle even complicated problems in an un-complicated         

manner. Thanks to the Beirut based Orient Institute of the Max Weber            

Foundation - and in person Thomas Scheffler - for their invaluable           

professional expertise in the fields we are going to discuss in depth            

during the next three days. Thanks also to the European Academy that            

is hosting us in its wonderful environment. 

 

Johannes Lepsius, the namesake of the nowadays Lepsius House,         

which is a small center for research and political education in the fields             

of genocide and political violence, was during the First World War a            

strong voice against the cruelties in the Nearest East committed against           

the Ottoman Armenians. In 1916 he secretly published and distributed          
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more than 20.000 copies of his “Report on the Situation of the            

Armenian People in Turkey” throughout Germany, and despite war         

censorship. This was not only a singular act of civil courage but also the              

best work of synthesis on the Armenian genocide for a long time, the             

research on which has improved only in the last 20 years.  

 

Yet during World War I it took some time for him as well as for nearly                

every European - and also Americans -, to become aware that           

something happened in the Ottoman Empire which appeared to be a           

new quality of organized state violence against an interior civilian          

population. The owl of Minerva is in most cases too late. 

 

Something like this - the difficulty to understand new qualities of           

political violence - seems to reappear in our days. After 1989 a western             

mainstream opinion shared the optimistic view of a forthcoming global          

democratic area in the future. Indeed, at many places authoritarian          

regimes have disappeared - not only in Eastern Europe -, and new            

democratic societies and states became co-players in the international         

political system. The hope that this could be an ongoing procedure was            

still shared by most of the western public opinion when the so called             

“Arab Spring” began with uprisings in Tunisia, Egypt, Libya and Syria. 

 

This hope often overshadowed a clear view on what really happened in            

the region. Overwhelming bad news of horror has changed this today.           

Entire ethnic, religious and cultural groups that have long lasting roots           

in the history of the Middle East are in danger to disappear by             

expulsion or extermination. We are faced with an uncontrollable rise          

of political violence, falling states, growing power of militias,         
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apocalyptic political-religious sects, with deathly ethno-religious warfare       

and “cleansings”. Human rights experience a vast selling-off. 

 

But are we really aware of the deeper reasons for the tectonic ruptures             

that happen in the region? Of their historic origins, the challenges of            

the past and how they dominate present memories, the background, the           

motivations and the aims of the different regional players, the meaning           

of these turbulences for civil life and global order in a short and long              

time perspective? In many ways, I believe, we are still - in the words              

Immanuel Kant - standing in the middle of a fog instead of being able              

to clearly analyze the fog from outside.  

 

So let us try to undertake some steps in this conference to change this.  

 

Thank you. 
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